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**Title:**
Judge Lorinda T. Mupas vs. Judge Dolores L. Español (478 Phil. 396)

**Facts:**
On August  23,  2001,  Leonora  Bituon  and  several  others  filed  criminal  complaints  for
syndicated estafa  with the Municipal  Trial  Court  (MTC) of  Dasmariñas,  Cavite  against
multiple defendants. Judge Lorinda T. Mupas issued warrants of arrest with no bail on
August 24, 2001, and took initial procedural steps. Simultaneously, motions were filed to
transfer one defendant, Eva Malihan, from the municipal to the provincial jail.

On September 3, 2001, private complainants submitted supplementary pleadings and sent
copies to Judge Dolores L. Español, the Executive Judge of the Regional Trial Court (RTC) of
Dasmariñas. Despite the ongoing preliminary investigation by Judge Mupas, Judge Español
issued orders to transfer the accused to the provincial jail and imposed a hold-departure
order.

Judge Mupas filed a complaint against Judge Español for gross ignorance of the law and
usurpation of authority. She argued that Judge Español acted on motions in cases still
pending investigation in the MTC, thereby overstepping statutory boundaries.

**Procedural Posture:**
–  October  29,  2001:  Judge  Mupas  filed  a  complaint  with  the  Office  of  the  Court
Administrator (OCA) against Judge Español.
–  February  4,  2002:  Judge  Español  provided  her  defense,  labeling  the  complaint  as
retaliatory and asserting her duty as an Executive Judge justified her actions.
–  Multiple  supplements  and responses  were  thereafter  exchanged,  where  both  parties
presented their sides, and earlier relevant cases and complaints were cited for background.
– May 19, 2004: OCA issued their Memorandum recommending sanctions against Judge
Español.
– Respondent Judge Español retired on January 9, 2004.

**Issues:**
1.  Did Judge Dolores L.  Español exceed her authority and jurisdiction in directing the
transfer of detainee Eva Malihan and issuing a hold-departure order?
2. Was there gross ignorance of the law and usurpation of authority by Judge Español?

**Court’s Decision:**
1. **Transfer Order Analysis:**
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– The Court ruled that Judge Español, as Executive Judge, had no legal authority to order
the transfer of detainees in cases that were not under her jurisdiction. This action infringed
on the jurisdiction of Judge Mupas. Section 25 of Rule 114 of the Revised Rules of Criminal
Procedure, cited by Judge Español, related to administrative oversight but did not permit
overstepping judicial boundaries.

2. **Hold-Departure Order:**
– The issuance of the hold-departure order was found inappropriate as the criminal case was
under preliminary investigation in the MTC, not the RTC. Supreme Court Circular No. 39-97
restricts such orders to criminal cases within the exclusive jurisdiction of RTCs where there
had been judicial findings warranting such actions. Judge Español’s order was premature
and improper.

Given these decisions, the Court adjudged Judge Español guilty of gross ignorance of the
law and usurpation of judicial authority by issuing two orders outside her jurisdiction.

**Doctrine:**
–  **Scope  of  Authority  for  Executive  Judges:**  Executive  Judges  hold  administrative
oversight  but  cannot  interfere with cases actively  managed by judges of  other courts.
Administrative functions must respect the jurisdictional boundaries of presiding judges.
– **Hold-Departure Orders:** Supreme Court Circular No. 39-97 specifies that such orders
can only be issued in cases under the jurisdiction of RTCs, reinforcing the principle of
respecting judicial boundaries and procedural propriety.

**Class Notes:**
Key Elements:
– **Executive Judge Authority:** Limited to administrative functions, managing first and
second-level courts without encroaching judicial processes of other courts.
–  **Rule  114,  Section 25:**  Allows for  administrative  supervision of  detainees but  not
judicial intervention.
– **SC Circular No. 39-97:** Restricts hold-departure orders to RTC jurisdictions, requiring
judicial proceedings to be within proper court levels.
Key Concepts:
– **Boundaries of Jurisdiction:** Executive Judges must respect the jurisdictional limits,
ensuring administrative actions do not encroach judicial territories handled by other judges.
– **Procedural Propriety:** Judicial orders affecting personal liberties (like hold-departure
orders) must abide by strict legal mandates to prevent misuse.
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**Historical Background:**
This case underscores an intra-judicial dispute within the Philippine judiciary, reflecting the
friction that can arise from overlaps in administrative and judicial roles. The reforms in
judicial  oversight and the careful  demarcation of  administrative and judicial  issues are
observable in evolving rules and regulations like SC Circular No. 39-97, delineating strict
boundaries to curb excessive judicial activism outside proper jurisdictional purview. This
case  mirrors  the  judicial  system’s  efforts  to  delineate  authority  to  uphold  justice  and
procedural correctness effectively.


